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                Getaway Booking Deals : 15%+ discount on your Hotel bookings!  
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                    With our professional assistance...

                    Have fun  All Year Round

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    From our clients' experience, we... 

                     Establish The Trust 

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Accomplishment and Satisfaction is the must...

                     We  Support 

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    We customize to your needs ...

                     Relax and  Enjoy 

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                     We take care of your special event with...

                    High quality VIP Services 

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Our Clients are from all over the world...

                    Like to  Meet You Soon 
Get in touch
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	Why choose us
	Our Support


                  
                  
                    
                        Basing in Montreal Canada, Entreprise Joyway Canada Inc. is providing high quality local receptive services at Eastern Canada Area. We committed to assist our clients the best in value and satisfied arrangements.
We provide multiple service solutions, including student group activities, official delegation and business event itinerary , family leisure arrangement and other customized requirements.
                        
                    

                    
                        *Variability: We are proud to offer high quality support on welcome greeting, transportation, accommodation, meals, meeting and local tour arrangement.

                        *Professionality: For many years, our team has cooperated with our partners to ensure all clients have wonderful experience during their stay. We are passionate about our local culture, nature and heritage. We would like to share our unforgettable memories with you.

                        *Flexibility: We understand that lots of surprise might come up. We are with our client to take care the last-minute demands like always. Whenever you need us, our urgent response never sleeps.
                      
                    

                    
                      We work out service proposal according to your needs and your budget.

                        We provide balancing strategy to save and to have wonderful experience.

                        We well organize all suppliers with best value , headache-free package to save your time. 

                        We provide reliable services to our clients worldwide without turning down a tiny request. We understand that it might mean a lot for you. 
 

                      

                      Send your requestOnline reservation

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

     
      
        
          From our clients...
        
          
          
            
            
               
                 
                  We attended an conference in Montreal. Most hotels around the convention centre were quite expensive. Luckily, we found “Joyway Canada” to help us to book satisfied hotel rooms with very attractive rates. The hotel was 15 minutes walking distance from the convention Plaza, and we were able to walk inside the buildings all the way, no worry about the cold weather outside.

Upon arrival, they showed us the way of walking through the buildings while telling us the interesting history of Montreal “underground city”.  It was a nice beginning of our staying in this city. Then we had great time visiting around with their help. 

I have confidence to recommend the excellence services of “Joyway Canada”.

                

                 David Yep 

                convention Agent

              

            
            
            
              
                
                  In summer of 2018 , my sister and I would like to visit Quebec City from Montreal. We were turned down by some other companies due to our schedule was not matching of the tours or our budget was limited for booking a private service. After talking with “Joyway Canada’, we had solution of taking round way train and booking hotel in Old Quebec. We had lots of fun for the 2 nights trip just by ourselves.

To my surprise, they did not charge service fee on booking our train tickets and hotel room. We just paid the same as online rates.

 We did not even waste our time on booking by ourselves. I simply got the information and confirmed with them while I was doing shopping. The boarding passes and hotel confirmation were sent into my email box, along with the highlight information of taking the train as it would be my first time. 

                

                Caring.J.Kim
 
                F.I.T Traveller

              

            
            
            
              
                
                  We had lots of pressure on organizing an official forum at Ottawa while we were not in Canada . “Joyway Canada” helped us out. 

They contacted the local  hotels ,sent us photos and layout design of the meeting rooms and even showed us the video to let us fully understand the details. My boss was so happy about it. 

Actually , they finally helped us to accomplish all of the arrangement, including simultaneous interpretation, the banquet menu and background board installation etc. They were also able to have a coach bus service in responding of our very last-minute request. Without their help, we would have to invest much more resources and not sure if it might be possible to make the mission accomplished.

                

                Shangrui Li

                Event planner

              

            
              
            
              
                
                  Every year, we organize our clients to Canada for business meeting and visiting. With the excellent arrangement of “Joyway Canada”, we can concentrate on our business discussion and leave the rest time to their professionals.

They understand our international clients’ needs and make everybody enjoy the journey. We get rid of lots of headache on making reservations and surprise situation coming up. 

                

                 Anh Dũng Phan 

                Group organizor 

              

            
              
            
              
                
                  We ,15 people with kids and parents, planned to tour around Maritime provinces in 2020 summer. Since we are so busy and have no time for research, we contract “Joyway Canada” to make a trip plan for us. The plan was revised many times as several families had different request. Every time they listen to our request, give us some advice and work out a new proposal with patience.

Thanks for their experience on planning. We were all satisfied with the final plan and made the hotel rooms reserved.

Unfortunately, due to covid-19 situation We had no choice to cancel our trip and got fully refunded. I would like to take the opportunity to appreciate the work that “Joyway Canada” made for us. We will come back to “Joyway Canada” after the pandemic. 

                

                 Catherine.D 
   
                 Regular Client
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              We are looking forward to see you in Canada!

              Across Ontario ,Quebec and Maritime Provinces.

            

          

        

      
        

      
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    Popular Eastern Canada Destinations

                    	* Canada Travel Guide | 10 Best Places To Visit
	* Destination Toronto | Tourism Toronto
	* 8 Top-Rated Tourist Attractions in Niagara Falls, Canada
	* Montreal Through The Eyes Of Tourists
	* Let go and let Québec take over | QuébecOriginal


                  

                

              

              
                
                  

                     


                      	* Qué ver en QUEBEC, la ciudad más bella de Canadá
	* Quebec City - Fall 2019
	* Mont Tremblant - Canada best village
	* Best Places to See in Maritime/Atlantic Canada 
	* Timelapse Fermont Aurores boréales
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